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Abstract The Optimization Test Environment is an interface to efficiently test
different optimization solvers. It is designed as a tool for both developers of solver
software and practitioners who just look for the best solver for their specific prob-
lem class. It enables users to:

– Choose and compare diverse solver routines;
– Organize and solve large test problem sets;
– Select interactively subsets of test problem sets;
– Perform a statistical analysis of the results, automatically produced as LATEX,

PDF, and JPG output.
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1 Introduction

Testing is a crucial part of software development in general, and hence also in
optimization. Unfortunately, it is often a time consuming and little exciting ac-
tivity. This naturally motivated us to increase the efficiency in testing solvers for
optimization problems and to automate as much of the procedure as possible.

The procedure typically consists of three basic tasks: organize possibly large
test problem sets (also called test libraries); choose solvers and solve selected test
problems with selected solvers; analyze, check and compare the results. The Op-

timization Test Environment is a graphical user interface (GUI) that enables to
manage the first two tasks interactively, and the third task automatically.

The Optimization Test Environment is particularly designed for users who
seek to

1. adjust solver parameters, or
2. compare solvers on single problems, or
3. compare solvers on suitable test sets.

The first point concerns a situation in which the user wants to improve parame-
ters of a particular solver manually, see, e.g., [9]. The second point is interesting
in many real-life applications in which a good solution algorithm for a particu-
lar problem is sought, e.g., in [5,16,25] (all for black box problems). The third
point targets general benchmarks of solver software. It often requires a selection
of subsets of large test problem sets (based on common characteristics, like similar
problem size), and afterwards running all available solvers on these subsets with
problem class specific default parameters, e.g., timeout. Finally all tested solvers
are compared with respect to some performance measure.

In the literature, such comparisons typically exist for black box problems only,
see, e.g., [26] for global optimization, or the large online collection [24], mainly for
local optimization. Since in most real-life applications models are given as black
box functions (e.g., the three examples we mentioned in the last paragraph) it is
popular to focus comparisons on this problem class. However, the popularity of
modeling languages like AMPL and GAMS, cf. [3,15,22], that formulate objec-
tives and constraints algebraically, is increasing. Thus first steps are made towards
comparisons of global solvers using modeling languages, e.g., on the Gamsworld
website [17], which offers test sets and tools for comparing solvers with interface
to GAMS.

One main difficulty of solver comparison is to determine a reasonable criterion
to measure the performance of a solver. Our concept of comparison is to count
for each solver the number of global numerical solutions found, and the number
of wrong and correct claims for the solutions. Here we consider the term global
numerical solution as the best solution found among all solvers. We also produce
several more results and enable the creation of performance profiles [6,27].

Further rather technical difficulties come with duplicate test problems, the
identification of which is an open task for future versions of the Optimization

Test Environment.
A severe showstopper of many current test environments is that it is uncomfort-

able to use them, i.e., the library and solver management are not very user-friendly,
and features like automated LATEX table creation are missing. Test environments
like CUTEr [19] provide an excellent test library, some kind of modeling language
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(in this case SIF) with associated interfaces to the solvers to be tested. The unpleas-
ant rest is up to the user. However, our interpretation of the term test environment
also requests to analyze and summarize the results automatically in a way that
it can be used easily as a basis for numerical experiments in scientific publica-
tions. A similar approach is used in Libopt [18], available for Unix/Linux, but not
restricted to optimization problems. It provides test library management, library
subset selection, solve tasks, all as (more or less user-friendly) console commands
only. Also it is able to produce performance profiles from the results automatically.
The main drawback is the limited amount of supported solvers.

Our approach to developing the Optimization Test Environment is inspired
by the experience made during the comparisons reported in [30], in which the Co-

conut Environment benchmark [34] is run on several different solvers. The goal
is to create an easy-to-use library and solver management tool, with an intuitive
GUI, and an easy, multi-platform installation. Hence the core part of the Opti-

mization Test Environment is interactive. We have dedicated particular effort
to the interactive library subset selection, determined by criteria such as a mini-
mum number of constraints, or a maximum number of integer variables or similar.
Also the solver selection is done interactively.

The modular part of the Optimization Test Environment is mainly designed
as scripts without having fixed a scripting language, so it is possible to use Perl,
Python, etc. according to the preference of the user. The scripts are interfaces from
the Optimization Test Environment to solvers. They have a simple structure as
their task is simply to call a solve command for selected solvers, or simplify the
solver output to a unified format for the Optimization Test Environment. A col-
lection of already existing scripts for several solvers, including setup instructions,
is available on the Optimization Test Environment website [10]. We explicitly
encourage people who have implemented a solve script or analyze script for the
Optimization Test Environment to send it to the authors who will add it to the
website. By the use of scripts the modular part becomes very flexible. For many
users default scripts are convenient, but just a few modifications in a script allow
for non-default adjustment of solver parameters without the need to manipulate
code of the Optimization Test Environment. This may significantly improve the
performance of a solver.

As problem representation we use Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) from
the Coconut Environment [20]. We have decided to choose this format as the
Coconut Environment already contains automatic conversion tools from many
modeling languages to DAGs and vice versa. The Optimization Test Environ-

ment is thus independent from any choice of a modeling language. Nevertheless
benchmark problem collections, e.g., given in AMPL such as COPS [7], can be eas-
ily converted to DAGs by our conversion tools. The other direction would be, e.g.,
a conversion from a test set consisting merely of Coconut Environment DAGs to
AMPL problems and solving them via the previously mentioned solve scripts on
the NEOS server [29].

The analyzer of the COPS test set allows for solution checks and iterative
refinement of solver tolerances, cf. [8]. The DAG format enables us to go in the
same direction as we are also internally performing a check of the solutions. With
the present DAG format, the Optimization Test Environment currently excludes
test problems that are created in a black box fashion.
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The summarizing part of the Optimization Test Environment is managing
automated tasks which have to be performed manually in many former test en-
vironments. These tasks include the automatic check of solutions mentioned, and
the generation of LATEX tables that can be copied and pasted easily in numerical
result sections of scientific publications. As mentioned we test especially whether
global numerical solutions are obtained and correctly claimed. The results of the
Optimization Test Environment also allow for the automated creation of per-
formance profiles.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of our no-
tation for optimization problem formulations. Section 3 presents the functionality
of the Optimization Test Environment. Finally we demonstrate the capabilities
of the Optimization Test Environment with numerical tests in Section 4.

The last section includes a benchmark of eight solvers for constrained global
optimization and constraint satisfaction problems using three libraries with more
than 1000 problems in up to about 20000 variables, arising from the Coconut

Environment benchmark [34]. The test libraries and the results are also available
online on the Optimization Test Environment website [10]. This paper focuses
on the presentation of the Optimization Test Environment rather than on the
benchmark. However, we intend to collect benchmark results from the Optimiza-

tion Test Environment on our website, towards a complete comparison of solvers.
The tested solvers in alphabetical order are: BARON 8.1.5 [31,35] (global

solver), Cocos [20] (global), COIN with Ipopt 3.6/Bonmin 1.0 [23] (local solver),
CONOPT 3 [12,13] (local), KNITRO 5.1.2 [4] (local), Lindoglobal 6.0 [32] (global),
MINOS 5.51 [28] (local), Pathnlp 4.7 [14] (local). Counting the number of global
optimal solutions found among all solvers the best solver for global optimization
is currently Baron. Among the local solvers Coin (Ipopt/Bonmin) performed best.
Lindoglobal had the most correctly claimed global numerical solutions, however,
it made also the most mistakes claiming a global numerical solution. More details
can be found in Section 4.

2 Formulating optimization problems

We consider optimization problems that can be formulated as follows:

min f(x)

s.t. x ∈ x,

F (x) ∈ F,

xi ∈ Z for i ∈ I,

(1)

where x = [x, x] = {x ∈ Rn | x ≤ x ≤ x} is a box in Rn, f : x → R is the objective

function, F : x → Rm is a vector of constraint functions F1(x), . . . , Fm(x), F is
a box in Rm specifying the constraints on F (x), I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is the index set
defining the integer components of x. Inequalities between vectors are interpreted
componentwise.

Since x ∈ (R ∪ {−∞})n, x ∈ (R ∪ {∞})n, the definition of a box includes
two-sided bounds, one-sided bounds, and unbounded variables.

An optimization problem is called bound constrained if m = 0 and is called
unconstrained if in addition to this x = Rn.
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There are several different classes of optimization problems that are special
cases of (1), differentiated by the properties of f , F , and I. If f = const, problem
(1) is a so-called constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). If f and F are linear and
I = ∅ then we have a linear programming problem (LP). If f or one component
of F is nonlinear and I = ∅ we have a nonlinear programming problem (NLP).
If I is not empty and I ̸= {1, . . . , n} one speaks of mixed-integer programming

(MIP), MILP in the linear case, and MINLP in the nonlinear case. If I = {1, . . . , n}
we deal with integer programming.

A solution of (1) is a point x̂ ∈ C := {x ∈ x | xI ∈ Z, F (x) ∈ F} with

f(x̂) = min
x∈C

f(x),

i.e., the solutions are the global minimizers of f over the feasible domain C. A
local minimizer satisfies f(x̂) ≤ f(x) only for all x ∈ C in a neighborhood of x̂.
The problem (1) is called infeasible if C = ∅.

A solver is a program that seeks an approximate global, local, or feasible
solution of an optimization problem. Global solvers are designed to find global
minimizers, local solvers focus on finding local minimizers, rigorous solvers guar-
antee to include all global minimizers in their output set even in the presence of
rounding errors. In the Optimization Test Environment we declare the result
xs, fs of a solver a numerically feasible solution if the solver claims it to be
feasible and we find that the result has a sufficiently small feasibility distance

dfeas,p(xs, fs) ≤ α (2)

for a small tolerance level α. As a default value for α we use 0. Intuitively
the distance to feasibility d : Rn → R of a point x could be defined as d(x) =
miny∈C ∥x − y∥p, i.e., the minimum distance of x from the feasible domain C in
the p-norm. However, this definition would not be appropriate for a computational
check of feasibility, since it imposes a further optimization problem.

Instead we introduce a componentwise violation of the constraints v and infer
a feasibility distance from v. To reduce the sensitivity of the feasibility distance to
scaling issues we first define the intervals

u = [−εmax(∥xs∥∞, κ), εmax(∥xs∥∞, κ)], (3)

xs = xs + u, (4)

with the parameters ε (set to 10−6 by default), and κ (set to 1 by default). The
interval u has the minimal width 2ε and becomes wider if ∥xs∥∞ becomes larger.
Note that this is the most tolerant way to compensate the loss of significant digits
during the computational process. On the one hand using relative errors for small
∥xs∥∞ makes no sense, on the other hand for large ∥xs∥∞ the use of absolute
errors would be too restrictive to get a feasible solution.

Then we compute the objective violation vo(xs, fs) as follows. We add to
f(xs) an interval with a width that grows with the width of u and with the range
of the gradient f ′ in the interval xs, cf. Figure 1. If fs is contained in this interval,
with respect to the tolerance α in (2), the objective violation is deemed reasonably
small. Thus we consider both a badly scaled xs and f . We get

vo(xs, fs) := ⟨f(xs) + f ′(xs)u− fs⟩, (5)
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where all operations are in interval arithmetics, and ⟨x⟩ denotes the mignitude of
the interval x, i.e.,

⟨x⟩ :=

{
min(|x|, |x|) if 0 /∈ [x, x],

0 otherwise ,
(6)

i.e., the smallest absolute value within the interval [x, x]. If x is multidimensional
the mignitude operates componentwise. Similar to the objective violation we get
the constraint violations

vc(xs, fs) := ⟨F (xs) + F ′(xs)u− F⟩. (7)

Finally we define the box constraint violations by

vb(xs, fs) := ⟨xs − x⟩, (8)

and the complete componentwise violation is given by

v(xs, fs) = (vo(xs, fs), vc(xs, fs), vb(xs, fs)). (9)

We define the feasibility distance dfeas,p : Rn+1 → R by

dfeas,p(xs, fs) := ∥v(xs, fs)∥p. (10)

Since dfeas,∞ ≤ dfeas,p for all p with 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ we decided to choose p = ∞ in the
Optimization Test Environment to check for feasibility via (2). In the remainder
of the paper the feasibility check is also referred to as the solution check.

     x_s+u      

      

f(x_s)

 f_s  

      

Fig. 1 Illustration of (5). If fs is contained in the interval marked in red it passes the objective
violation check.

Let Jfeas be the set of all solver results that have passed the solution check, i.e.,
Jfeas = Jfeasx×Jfeasf , Jfeasx = {x1, . . . , xN}, Jfeasf = {f1, . . . , fN}, dfeas,p(xs, fs) ≤
α for all (xs, fs) ∈ Jfeas, and let Jinf = Jinfx × Jinff be the set of all solver results
that did not pass the solution check. We define a global numerical solution

(xopt, fopt) as the best numerically feasible solution found by all solvers used, i.e.,
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(xopt, fopt) ∈ Jfeas and fopt ≤ fj for all fj ∈ Jfeasf . Another feasible solution

(x̃, f̃) ∈ Jfeas is also considered global if f̃ is sufficiently close to fopt, i.e.,

f̃ ≤

{
fopt + β if |fopt| ≤ κ,

fopt + β |fopt| otherwise ,
(11)

with κ as above and with the tolerance β which is set to 10−6 by default. One can
consider κ as a threshold between the use of absolute and relative error. For the
special case of κ = 1 the condition reads

f̃ ≤ fopt + βmax(|fopt| , 1). (12)

We define a local numerical solution as a feasible, non-global solver result.
We define the best point found as

(xbest, fbest) =

{
(xopt, fopt) if Jfeas ̸= ∅,
argmin(x,f)∈Jinf

dfeas,p(x, f) if Jfeas = ∅,
(13)

i.e., the global numerical solution if a feasible solution has been found, otherwise
the solver result with the minimal feasibility distance.

The best points of each problem of a test problem set are contained in the
so-called Best solvers list.

To assess the location of the global numerical solution we distinguish between
hard and easy locations. The best point is considered as a hard location if it could
not be found by a particular user-defined local solver, otherwise it is considered
to be an easy location.

The user who wishes to solve an optimization problem should become familiar
with one of the several existing modeling languages. A modeling language is
an interface between a solver software and the (user-provided) formal description
of an optimization problem in the fashion of (1). Prominent successful modeling
languages are AMPL [15] and GAMS [3], but there are many more such as AIMMS,
LINGO, LPL, MPL, see [22].

The Optimization Test Environment provides an easy interface to set up
arbitrary modeling languages and solvers to manage and solve optimization prob-
lems.

3 Functionality

This section presents the functionality of the Optimization Test Environment

illustrated by a small test set example. For more details the interested reader is
referred to the Optimization Test Environment user’s manual [11].

3.1 Installation

The installation of theOptimization Test Environment is straightforward: Down-
load the Optimization Test Environment available on-line at [10]. Install it by
running the installer in Windows and following the instructions, or by unzipping
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the tar.gz file in Linux. Afterwards one can start the Optimization Test Envi-

ronment at the unzip location via java -jar TestEnvironment.jar. The graphical
user interface (GUI) of the Optimization Test Environment is programmed in
Java, hence Java JRE 6, Update 13 or later is required to be installed. This is
the only prerequisite needed. Figure 2 shows the current GUI appearance on a
Windows machine.

Fig. 2 GUI appearance on a Windows computer.

The Optimization Test Environment does not include any solver software.
Installation of a solver and obtaining a valid license is independent of the Opti-

mization Test Environment and up to the user.

3.2 Adding a new test library

After starting theOptimization Test Environment, the first step is to add a set of
optimization problems, what we call a test library. The problems are assumed to
be given as .dag files, an input format originating from the Coconut Environment
[20]. In case one does not have the problems given as .dag files, but as AMPL code,
one needs to convert the AMPL model to .dag files first which is possible via the
Coconut Environment or easily via a converter script separately available on the
Optimization Test Environment website [10]. Also one can find a huge collection
of test problem sets from the Coconut Benchmark [33] given as .dag files on the
Optimization Test Environment website.

We use the following three problems as an illustrative example ‘newlib’ of a
test library.

3.2.1 Simple example test library ‘newlib’

Problem t1: The intersection of two unit circles around x = (±0.5, 0)T , cf. Figure
3. The problem formulation is as follows:
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min
x

x2

s.t. (x1 − 0.5)2 + x22 = 1,

(x1 + 0.5)2 + x22 = 1,

x1 ∈ [−3, 3], x2 ∈ [−3, 3].

(14)

The feasible points of (14) are x = (0,±
√
3/2)T . Minimizing x2 results in the

optimal solution x̂ = (0,−
√
3/2)T ≈ (0,−0.8660)T .

−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

Fig. 3 The feasible domain of (14) consists of the intersection points of two unit circles around
x = (±0.5, 0)T .

Problem t2: Two touching unit circles around x = (±1, 0)T , cf. Figure 4. The
problem formulation is as follows:

min
x

1

s.t. (x1 − 1)2 + x22 = 1,

(x1 + 1)2 + x22 = 1,

x1 ∈ [−3, 3], x2 ∈ [−3, 3].

(15)

The only feasible point of (15) is x = (0, 0)T .

−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

Fig. 4 The only feasible point of (15) is at x = (0, 0)T .

Problem t3: Two disjoint unit circles around x = (±2, 0)T , cf. Figure 5. The
problem formulation is as follows:
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min
x

1

s.t. (x1 − 2)2 + x22 = 1,

(x1 + 2)2 + x22 = 1,

x1 ∈ [−3, 3], x2 ∈ [−3, 3].

(16)

There is no feasible solution for (16).

−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

Fig. 5 Obviously there is no feasible point for (16).

In our examples we actually know the results of the three problems. In this
case the user can optionally provide a reference solution.

3.3 Reference solutions and .res files

A reference solution is a known solution for one of the test problems in our test
problem library. It can be provided simply as a file with extension .res. The
generic format of .res files within the Optimization Test Environment for our
example problem t1.dag reads as follows:

modelstatus = 0
x(1) = 0
x(2) = -0.8660254037844386
obj = -0.8660254037844386
infeas = 0.00
nonopt = 0.00

There are several fields that can be entered in .res files. Table 1 gives a survey
of all possible entries.

Possible values for the model status in the .res file are shown in Table 2.
The variables x(1), . . . , x(n) correspond to the variables in the problem (.dag)
file, enumerated in the same sequence, starting with index 1. Note that in case
of rigorous solvers x̂ and f(x̂) can also be interval enclosures of the solution, e.g.,
x(1) = [-1e-8,1e-8]. In the current Optimization Test Environment version
we focus on comparing non-rigorous solvers. Thus the full functionality of solvers
providing verified interval enclosures of solutions cannot be assessed yet (e.g.,
by the size of the enclosures). If only an interval solution is given by a rigorous
solver we use the upper bound of obj for our comparisons. Since this could be
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Table 1 Entries in .res files.

modelstatus solver model status, see Table 2

x(i) solver output for x̂i, i = 1, . . . , n

obj solver output for f(x̂)

infeas feasibility distance provided by the solver

nonopt 0 if x̂ claimed to be at least locally optimal, 1 otherwise

time used CPU time to solve the problem

splits number of splits made, e.g., in branching algorithms

disadvantageous for rigorous solvers it is recommended to provide points for x̂ and
f(x̂), and provide interval information separately using the additional fields

xi(1) = [<value>,<value>]
xi(2) = [<value>,<value>]
...
xi(n) = [<value>,<value>]
obji = [<value>,<value>]

in the .res file, describing the interval hull of the feasible domain as well as an
interval enclosure of the objective function. In future versions of the Optimization

Test Environment we intend to use this information to compare rigorous solvers.

Table 2 Modelstatus values.

0 Global numerical solution found

1 Local solution found

2 Unresolved problem

3 The problem was not accepted

-1 Timeout, local solution found

-2 Timeout, unresolved problem

-3 Problem has been found infeasible

If we compare a given reference solution – which could possibly be wrong – with
further solutions from different solvers, we treat the reference solution like all the
solver solutions (xs, fs), cf. Section 2. This concerns in particular the construction
of Jfeas, xopt, and xbest.

3.4 Adding a solver

We solve our example test library using a KNITRO Student Edition with AMPL
interface in its demo version (both are freely available on the internet). We use
the predefined solver configuration for KNITRO from the Optimization Test

Environment website [10] which provides the solver configurations and installation
guides for many well-known solvers. We only need to modify the path names for
the AMPL and KNITRO path in the solver configuration window.
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The solver interfaces of the Optimization Test Environment are designed
as a combination of the GUI and scripts without having fixed a scripting lan-
guage, so it is possible to use Perl, Python, etc. according to the preference of
the user. The scripts have a simple structure and contain a solve command and
the algorithmic parameters for the solver concerned. To run the same solver with
different parameter sets the solver should be added multiple times with different
script configurations.

Remark 1 Some solvers tend to be imprecise in the interpretation of their timeout
parameter. Also the precision claimed by a solver may differ from the actual pre-
cision. In contrast to COPS [8] we do not adjust the solver tolerances adaptively.
If a solver claims a given precision, we choose ε in our solution check accordingly.

After calling the solver, an analyze-script is used to generate .res files from the
solver output. In order to perform a statistical analysis of the results complete .res
files must be produced even if no feasible solution has been found or a timeout
has been reached or similar.

Writing the solve and analyze scripts for solvers that are not available on the
Optimization Test Environment website requires basic knowledge about script-
ing string manipulations which is an easy task for advanced users and especially
for solver developers.

Note that the original solver output is also kept and stored. Moreover, some
solvers can be called setting a command line flag in order to generate .res files
directly without the need of an analyze script.

We explicitly encourage people who have implemented a solve or analyze
script for the Optimization Test Environment to send it to the authors, who
will add it to the Optimization Test Environment website.

3.5 Choosing criteria

The selection of criteria to filter test problems is another core feature of the Op-

timization Test Environment. The criteria are used to specify subsets of test li-
braries. There are many possibilities to specify the selection of test problems from
the libraries by way of connected logical expressions, e.g., [variables<=10] and

[int-vars<=5] restricts the selected test libraries to those problems with n ≤ 10,
|I| ≤ 5. A criterion is defined by such a connection of logical expressions. The types
of logical expressions that can be adjusted are shown in Table 3. The creation of
a criterion in the Optimization Test Environment GUI is straightforward using
the ’Condition’ box together with the ’Logicals’ box of the ’Criteria editor’.

A click on the Preview button in the main Optimization Test Environment

window shows all selected criteria in correspondence to all selected problems that
meet the criteria.

One important feature of criteria is their use in setting timeouts in connection
with further conditions like problem size. For example, to set up the timeout as in
Table 4, we create 4 criteria:

size1: [variables>=1]and[variables<=9]and[timeout==180]

size2: [variables>=10]and[variables<=99]and[timeout==900]

size3: [variables>=100]and[variables<=999]and[timeout==1800]

size4: [variables>=1000]and[timeout==1800]
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Table 3 Types of logical expressions.

problem name string of the problem name

binary-vars number of binary variables

edges number of edges in the DAG

nodes number of nodes in the DAG

objective boolean statement

int-vars number of integer variables

constraints number of constraints

variables number of variables

solution status the modelstatus, cf. Table 2

check error dfeas,p in the solution check

solver input file missing boolean statement

solver output file missing boolean statement

res file missing boolean statement

chk file missing boolean statement

timeout maximum allowed CPU time

and add them to the selected criteria. Any task on the selected test library will
now be performed first on problems with 1 ≤ n ≤ 9 and timeout 180 s, then on
problems with 10 ≤ n ≤ 99 and timeout 900 s, then problems with 100 ≤ n ≤ 999
and timeout 1800 s, and eventually problems with n ≥ 1000 and timeout 1800 s.

Table 4 Benchmark timeout settings depending on problem size.

size n timeout

1 1-9 3 min

2 10-99 15 min

3 100-999 30 min

4 ≥ 1000 30 min

The Optimization Test Environment already includes a collection of prede-
fined criteria in the ’Available criteria’ box, such as, e.g., few_vars to choose prob-
lems with only a few variables setting a timeout of 2 minutes, or misssoloutput

to choose problems for which a solver output file is missing.

3.6 Solve the test problems

Finally selected problems can be solved by selected solvers, the results are analyzed
by the Optimization Test Environment, the output files (in LATEX, pdf, and jpg)
are written, and a pdf file shows up that summarizes the results.

There are essentially three different kinds of generated output pdfs. The problems.pdf
analyzes the performance of the selected solvers on each problem from the se-
lected test libraries. The solvers.pdf summarizes the performances of each se-
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lected solver according to each selected test library. The summary pdfs are similar
to solvers.pdf, but they additionally provide a solver summary concerning the
whole test set that consists of all selected test libraries.

The results for the example test library can be found in Section 4.1.

3.7 Performance profiles

Apart from the result tables we also generate performance profiles that are dis-
played in the top right corner of the GUI and also stored as jpg files. The plots
can be saved separately, and additionally a mat file is generated to facilitate ma-
nipulation of the plot.

The concept of performance profiles has been gaining importance in the past
decade, cf. [6]. A standard choice of the performance measure is the time. How-
ever, since we are rather interested in the global numerical solutions, we pick the
objective function value as a performance measure. Profiles comparing objective
function values are already discussed, e.g., in [1,2,36]. The fact that objective
function values can be negative or zero imposes difficulties in the classical frame-
work of performance profiles. The solutions need to be normalized in some way.
We define the performance measure m as follows.

LetNp be the number of problems in a test library and (xs1, fs1), . . . , (xsNp
, fsNp

)
the results of solver s on that library. Let Jfeasi be the set containing solutions
that have passed the solution check for problem i, with respect to Section 2. Let

f
i
:= min

(xσi,fσi)∈Jfeasi

fσi, (17)

f i := max
(xσi,fσi)∈Jfeasi

fσi, (18)

wid :=

{
f i − f

i
if f i > f

i
,

1 otherwise.
(19)

For i = 1, . . . , Np we define the performance m of solver s on problem i as

msi :=


1 if Jfeasi = ∅ or (xsi, fsi) global w.r.t. (11),
fsi−f

i
wid + 1 if (xsi, fsi) ∈ Jfeasi and not global,

failfac + 1 otherwise,

(20)

with the user-defined parameter failfac > 1 which is set to 1.5 by default.
The best performance among all solvers for problem i is given by

Ki = min
s

msi = 1. (21)

The performance profile of solver s is defined as the empirical cumulative distri-
bution function of the relative performances rsi :=

msi
Ki

, i.e.,

Profiles(t) =
1

Np

Np∑
i=1

χ{τ |rsi≤τ}(t) (22)

where χA(t) is the characteristic function of the set A. In our case the ratios r and
the performance measures m are identical since Ki = 1 for all i.
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Figure 6 illustrates an example of a performance profile. The value of Profiles(1)
shows the fraction of problems for which solver s performed best. The value of
Profiles(t) for 2 ≤ t < failfac + 1 is the number problems that could be solved by
solver s and is typically interpreted as the robustness of s. One particularity of our
profiles are the steps at t = 2 that arise from the normalization in (20). The size of
these steps corresponds to the fraction of problems for which solver s performed
worst without failing.

4 Numerical results

In this section we present two cases of test results produced with the Optimization

Test Environment. All LATEX tables containing the results are automatically
generated. The first subsection gives the results for the example of KNITRO on
the test library ’newlib’, cf. Section 3.2. The second subsection illustrates the
strength of the Optimization Test Environment in benchmarking solvers.

In the generated LATEX tables we use the legend given in Table 5.

Table 5 Legend.

TABLE LEGEND

General symbols:
all the number of problems given to the solver
acc problems accepted by the solver
wr number of wrong claims (the sum of F?, G?, I?, L?, see below)
easy problems classified as easy
hard problems classified as hard
n number of variables
m number of constraints
fbest best objective function value known
obj objective function value

Solution status claimed by the solver (stat):
G result claimed to be a global solution
L result claimed to be a local solution
I the problem claimed to be infeasible
TL timeout reached but local solution claimed
U unresolved (no solution found or error message)
X model not accepted by the solver

Solver independent information:
F+ feasible solution known
F- no feasible solution known

Solution validation results:
G+ result is a global solution
G- result is not a global solution
F? wrong (in)feasibility claim, [(F+ and I) or (F+ but feasibility check failed and (G or L or TL))]
G! correctly claimed global solution, [G and G+]
G? wrongly claimed global solution, [G and G- and not F?]
L? wrongly claimed local solution, [L and F-]
I! correctly claimed infeasibility, [I and F-]
I? wrongly claimed infeasibility, [I and F+]
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4.1 Results for ‘newlib’

The AMPL code of (14), (15), and (16), respectively, reads as follows.

t1.mod: var x1 >=-3, <=3;
var x2 >=-3, <=3;

minimize obj: x2;

s.t. c1: (x1-0.5)^2+x2^2=1;
s.t. c2: (x1+0.5)^2+x2^2=1;

t2.mod: var x1 >=-3, <=3;
var x2 >=-3, <=3;

minimize obj: 1;

s.t. c1: (x1-1)^2+x2^2=1;
s.t. c2: (x1+1)^2+x2^2=1;

t3.mod: var x1 >=-3, <=3;
var x2 >=-3, <=3;

minimize obj: 1;

s.t. c1: (x1-2)^2+x2^2=1;
s.t. c2: (x1+2)^2+x2^2=1;

The AMPL code is converted to .dag files via the converter script mentioned.
The results for the example test library ‘newlib’ are shown in Table 6. We see

that KNITRO has found correct solutions for the problems t1 and t2 and could not
resolve the infeasible problem t3. The Optimization Test Environment treated
the two feasible solutions for the problems t1 and t2 as global numerical solutions
since no better solution was found by any other solver (KNITRO being the only
solver tested on newlib). The problem t3 was treated as infeasible since no feasible
solution was found among all solvers used. As KNITRO is a local solver it could not
claim any solution as global or infeasible. The global numerical solutions identified
by the Optimization Test Environment are classified as easy locations as they
were found by the local reference solver, i.e., KNITRO itself.

4.2 Solver benchmark

We have run the benchmark on the libraries Lib1, Lib2, and Lib3 of the Coconut

Environment benchmark [34], containing more than 1000 test problems. We have
removed some test problems from the 2003 benchmark that had incompatible DAG
formats. Thus we have ended up with in total 1286 test problems.

The tested solvers in alphabetical order are: BARON 8.1.5 [31,35] (global
solver), Cocos [20] (global), COIN with Ipopt 3.6/Bonmin 1.0 [23] (local solver),
CONOPT 3 [12,13] (local), KNITRO 5.1.2 [4] (local), Lindoglobal 6.0 [32] (global),
MINOS 5.51 [28] (local), Pathnlp 4.7 [14] (local). For the benchmark we run all
solvers on the full set of test problems with default options and fixed timeouts
from the Coconut Environment benchmark, cf. Table 4.

Additionally for solvers inside GAMS we used the GAMS options
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Table 6 Results for ‘newlib’.

knitro on Newlib

stat all F+ F- F? easy hard
G+ G- G+ G-

acc 3 2 1 - 2 - - -

L 2 2 - - 2 - - -
U 1 - 1 - - - - -

knitro summary statistics

library all acc wr G+ G! I! F? G? L? I?

newlib 3 3 - 2 - - - - - -

total 3 3 - 2 - - - - - -

name n m fbest knitro
st tst

t1 2 2 -8.660e-01 L G+
t2 2 2 CSP L G+
t3 2 2 CSP U -

decimals = 8, limrow = 0, limcol = 0, sysout = on, optca=1e-6, optcr=0

and for solvers inside AMPL we used the option

presolve 0

The parameters inside the Optimization Test Environment described in Sec-
tion 2 have been fixed as follows: α = 0, ε = 10−4, β = 10−6, κ = 1. As default local
solver we have chosen KNITRO to distinguish between easy and hard locations.
Hence in case of KNITRO the Optimization Test Environment status G- never
occurs for easy locations and G+ never occurs for hard locations by definition.

We have run the benchmark on an Intel Core 2 Duo 3 GHz machine with 4 GB
of RAM. We should keep in mind that running the benchmark on faster computers
will probably improve the results of all solvers but the relative improvement may
vary between different solvers (cf., e.g., [21]).

The results are shown in Tables 7 to 12, automatically generated by the Op-

timization Test Environment. The performance of every solver on Lib1 is given
in Table 7 and Table 8. Table 9 and Table 10 summarize the performance of ev-
ery solver on all the test libraries. Moreover, we automatically plot a performance
profile comparing all solvers on all test problems, cf. Figure 6.

Cocos and KNITRO accepted (almost) all test problems. Also the other solvers
accepted the majority of the problems. Minos accepted the smallest number of
problems, i.e., 81% of the problems. A typical reason why some solvers reject a
problem is that the constraints of the objective function could not be evaluated
at the starting point x = 0 because of the occurrence of expressions like 1/x or
log(x). Some solvers like Baron also reject problems in which sin or cos occur in
any expression.

The difference between global and local solvers is clearly visible in the reliability
of claiming global numerical solutions. Looking at the tables 7 and 8 the global
solvers are obviously superior in this respect, especially on hard locations.
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Fig. 6 Performance profile comparing all solvers on all test problems (log2 scaled).

Table 11 provides the reliability statistics of the solvers, showing the ratio of
global numerical solutions found over the number of accepted feasible problems,
the ratio of correctly claimed global numerical solutions over the number of global
numerical solutions found, and the ratio of wrong solutions found over the number
of accepted problems.

Lindoglobal has the best score (79%) in the number of correctly claimed global
numerical solutions among the global numerical solutions found. Cocos is second
with 76%, and Baron is third with 69%. But it should be remarked that Lindoglobal
made 14% wrong solution claims as opposed to Baron with 8%. Not surprisingly,
the local solvers had only very bad scores in claiming global numerical solutions,
since they are not global solvers. On the other hand, they had a low percentage
of wrong solutions, between 3% and 8% (except for KNITRO). The local solvers
did not have zero score in claiming global numerical solutions since for some LP
problems they are able to claim globality of the solution.

We also give an example of a detailed survey of problems in Table 12. It shows
the solver status and Optimization Test Environment status for each solver on
some problems of size 1 from Lib1. One can see, e.g., that for the first problem
’chance’ all solvers have found the global numerical solution except for Cocos and
Pathnlp which did not resolve the problem. BARON and Lindoglobal correctly
claimed the global numerical solution. We see how easily the Optimization Test

Environment can be used to compare results on small or big problem sizes. We
could also study comparisons, e.g., only among MINLPs by using the selection of
criteria, cf. Section 3.5.

Baron has found the most global numerical solutions among all accepted fea-
sible problems. The local solver Coin (Ipopt/Bonmin) also performed very well in
this respect, almost at the same level as the global solver Lindoglobal. Hence Coin
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Table 7 Performance of each solver on Lib1.

baron on Lib1

stat all F+ F- F? easy hard
G+ G- G+ G-

X 36 - - - - - - -

acc 227 223 4 33 57 25 89 52

G 103 102 1 19 38 16 44 4
L 103 103 - 12 19 6 45 33
I 3 2 1 2 - - - 2
U 18 16 2 - - 3 - 13

cocos on Lib1

stat all F+ F- F? easy hard
G+ G- G+ G-

acc 263 252 11 27 67 22 72 91

G 149 145 4 22 52 5 53 35
I 6 4 2 3 - 2 - 2

TL 32 32 - 2 10 - 19 3
U 76 71 5 - 5 15 - 51

coin on Lib1

stat all F+ F- F? easy hard
G+ G- G+ G-

X 25 - - - - - - -

acc 238 234 4 5 68 17 70 79

G 3 3 - 1 2 - - 1
L 214 214 - 4 66 17 70 61
U 21 17 4 - - - - 17

conopt on Lib1

stat all F+ F- F? easy hard
G+ G- G+ G-

X 25 - - - - - - -

acc 238 234 4 17 67 18 50 99

G 3 3 - 1 2 - - 1
L 191 191 - 16 65 11 50 65
U 44 40 4 - - 7 - 33

(Ipopt/Bonmin) would be a strong local reference solver providing a tougher defi-
nition of hard locations. The other solvers are not far behind, except for KNITRO
with 49%. However, it should be noted that for license reasons we used the quite
old KNITRO version 5.1.2 (this may also explain the high number of wrong solu-
tions which were often quite close to a correct solution – to avoid this an iterative
refinement of solver tolerances as in COPS is planned, also see Remark 1).
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Table 8 Performance of each solver on Lib1 ctd.

knitro on Lib1

stat all F+ F- F? easy hard
G+ G- G+ G-

X 4 - - - - - - -

acc 259 248 11 43 89 - - 159

L 213 211 2 43 87 - - 124
TU 13 12 1 - - - - 12
U 33 25 8 - 2 - - 23

lindoglobal on Lib1

stat all F+ F- F? easy hard
G+ G- G+ G-

X 25 - - - - - - -

acc 238 234 4 26 67 18 80 69

G 113 113 - 8 49 6 45 13
L 62 62 - 4 14 1 33 14
I 18 17 1 14 - 5 - 12
U 45 42 3 - 4 6 2 30

minos on Lib1

stat all F+ F- F? easy hard
G+ G- G+ G-

X 29 - - - - - - -

acc 234 230 4 2 63 18 44 105

G 3 3 - 1 2 - - 1
L 180 180 - 1 61 12 43 64
U 51 47 4 - - 6 1 40

pathnlp on Lib1

stat all F+ F- F? easy hard
G+ G- G+ G-

X 30 - - - - - - -

acc 233 229 4 2 61 19 54 95

G 3 3 - 1 2 - - 1
L 182 182 - 1 59 16 53 54
U 48 44 4 - - 3 1 40

New results with updated versions are continuously uploaded to the Optimiza-

tion Test Environment website [10].
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Table 9 Performance summary of every solver on the test libraries.

baron summary statistics

library all acc wr G+ G! I! F? G? L? I?

Lib1 263 227 37 146 82 1 33 2 - 2
Lib2 715 635 43 414 232 2 23 16 1 3
Lib3 306 273 11 252 252 5 8 - - 3

total 1284 1135 91 812 566 8 64 18 1 8

cocos summary statistics

library all acc wr G+ G! I! F? G? L? I?

Lib1 263 263 53 139 105 2 27 22 - 4
Lib2 715 715 83 336 228 2 31 45 - 7
Lib3 306 306 28 272 238 3 22 1 - 5

total 1284 1284 164 747 571 7 80 68 - 16

coin summary statistics

library all acc wr G+ G! I! F? G? L? I?

Lib1 263 238 5 138 2 - 5 - - -
Lib2 715 674 46 439 20 - 35 5 6 -
Lib3 306 297 3 214 3 - 2 - 1 -

total 1284 1209 54 791 25 - 42 5 7 -

conopt summary statistics

library all acc wr G+ G! I! F? G? L? I?

Lib1 263 238 17 117 2 - 17 - - -
Lib2 715 678 86 377 21 - 77 4 5 -
Lib3 306 290 2 173 4 - 1 - 1 -

total 1284 1206 105 667 27 - 95 4 6 -

Furthermore, we would like to acknowledge the help of Oleg Shcherbina in several solver
and test library issues. We thank Nick Sahinidis, Alexander Meeraus, and Michael Bussieck
for the support with several solver licenses. Thanks to Mihaly Markot who has resolved several
issues with Cocos, and to Yahia Lebbah for his comments.
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